The purpose of this study is to design the SCADA to monitor and control the boiler operation using PLC, and to analyze the efficiency of the boiler. This paper outlines the various stages in the operation of the boiler conversions manually operated, towards the boiler operates in full. Boiler is very important part in industry and it require inspection and monitoring process continuously with a specific time interval. Earlier days this inspection and monitoring process is done with human workers. By done with human workers, there are possibilities of errors with human workers while measuring parameter values in boiler operation process. So it is needed a reliable monitoring system is required to avoid these errors and maximize profit. The automation can be easily done by using Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and SCADA, by constant monitoring using SCADA that already connected to the PLC using communication cable. In this paper the design and automated development of some techniques used for boiler automation. Boiler automation includes the monitoring of water level, pressure and temperature using different sensors.
Introduction
Over the years for high quality, greater efficiency and automated machines has increased in the industrial. Plants require continuous monitoring and inspection at specific time intervals. There are number of possibilities of errors at measuring parameters and various stages involved with human workers and also the lack of few features of microcontrollers. This paper attempt to explain the advantages the companies will face by implementing automation into them. The boiler control which is the most important part of any plant, and its automation is the precise effort of this paper. In order to automate and minimize human intervention, there is a need to develop a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system that used to monitors the plant cand helps to reduce the errors caused by humans. While the SCADA is used to monitor all parameter system in plant, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is also used for the internal storage of instruction for the implementing function such as programming, sequencing, logic, counting, timing and arithmetic to control through digital or analog I/O modules.
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Literature Study
Shital S. Chopade [5] et al describes the purpose of this paper is to present a programmable logic controller (PLC) system that is applied to the water tube boiler which will increase high quality and greater efficiency. This system monitors boiler temperature and pressure and volume via different sensors which provide input to PLC. The output of PLC is to controls the boiler temperature and pressure and gives out the user required volume of steam. All pressure and temperature log are shown on SCADA screen and are controlled through SCADA.
Present System and Proposed System
Present System
Previous days, boiler parameters such as water level, pressure, temperature is monitored by human work. These parameters are controlled by manual only. The data are maintained only in log book so there is no an effective data analysis for taking a preventive action leading to production loss.
Proposed System
The proposed system of this paper is to monitor and control the boiler parameters by using SCADA-PLC. Now the process control in boiler is fully automatic and analysis data of status obtained in SCADA, and boiler operation controlled by PLC.
Boiler
Boiler is defined as a closed vessel in which steam is produced from water by the combustion of fuel. Generally in boiler, steam is produced by the interaction of hot flue gases with water pipes which is coming out from the fuel. In boilers, chemical energy of stored fuel is converted into the heat energy and this heat energy is absorb by water which convert them into a steam [4] . 
Fire-tube Boiler
Fire-tube boiler is the most basic types of boiler and the design is also very old. In fire-tube boiler, the gases is burnt inside a furnace. Hot gases produced in the furnace then passes through the fire tubes. As the hot gases are passed through these tubes. The heat energy of the gases is transferred to the water surrounds them. As a result steam is generated in the water, steam naturally comes up and stored upon the water in the same vessel of fire-tube boiler. This steam is taken out from the steam outlet for production. The water is fed into the boiler through the feed water inlet. 
Water-tube Boiler
A Water-tube boiler is a boiler where the water is heated inside tubes and the hot gas surround them. This is a basic definition of water tube boiler. Actually this water-tube boiler is just the opposite of fire-tube boiler where hot gases are passed through tubes which are surrounded by water. 
Boiler Operation
Boiler is a water containing vessel which transfer heat from a fuel source into steam which is piped to a point where it can be used to run production. Water plays as a main part in the generation of steam. Feed water pump's will switched ON by using feed water pump switch. In this water should be maintained at least at 50%. The level of water connected to the PLC, PLC controller senses the change of the level and sends an appropriate control signal to the feed water pump valve to be switch ON or OFF. The heat quantities and temperature relationships need to be taken into consideration. Temperature and pressure are continuously monitored through signals and sensors that fed into PLC, and for the controlling action will be take as pre-desired objective
SCADA
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition or SCADA is an application program for monitoring process control in plant. SCADA gather all of the data in real time from PLC. SCADA is used in power plant such as telecomunications, oil and gas, food and beverage, transportation, manufacturing, and etc. SCADA systems include hardware and software components. The hardware give data into a computer SCADA, and the computer process the data and present it. SCADA systems used to monitor the plant and helps reduce the errors that caused by humans, it also records and log all events into a file that stored on hard disk / database to be print by operator. SCADA also give warns when condition in the field become Hazardous/dangerous by sounding alarms.
SCADA control system offers: 
PLC Working
After PLC is initialised, CPU brings all the field input signals from the module to be reads and store into the internal memory as process of input signal. PII (Process Input Image) is the internal memory of CPU. The application / user program will be stored in CPU. CPU will processes the program that already stored in the internal memory, it consist of a list of logic functions, instructions, after success processed, the input information will be ready to access before read in PII and the results are written into PIQ(Process Image Output), also other storage for counter, timer, bit memory will be accessed during the program process by the CPU. After the process of application, the status from the piq will transfer the output and then switch it to on / off, and it will execute the next cycle from the PLC initialized
Ladder Logic
Ladder logic diagram is a visual and logical method of displauing the control logic which, based on the inputs determine the outputs of the program. Ladder logic is made up of series logical expression expressed graphically as series and parallel. The circuits of logic elemests such as contacts, timer, counter, I/O, etc.
Timer
Timer in PLC represent a time delay relay in ladder logic. Timer function are a fixed component of the central process unit. It is possible to achieve time delays in the range of few milliseconds to few hours
Counter
Counter is a counting fucntions to operate same as hardaware counters. It is possible to count up and count down as well. The counting range start from 0 until 999. The count is either dual or BCD coded for further processing
Addressing
Addressing is refered to the designation of an input or output in the program. The input and output of PLC are mostly defined in groups of eight on DI/DO. The eight unit is called byte.The address can start from 1 to 8 or 0 to 7
I/O
The operands in PLC program can be classifed as Inputs, and Outputs. The input operands reger to external signasl of the controlled system. The operating system of PLC assigns the signal status of the input
Research Methodology
All the values can be filled up by the introduction of the automation technique. The automatic control of all the process in plant which includes the monitoring process and inspection needs provides for a very efficient system. The automation process helps the company to reduce the amount of errors that occur, increased efficiency, reduction in the human resources, and most importantly very cost effective.
System definition
System Definition describes the scope and boundaries of the application system and the major user views. A user view defines what is required of the application system from the perspective of user role.
Requirement Collection and Analysis
Requirment collection and analysis is the process of collecting and analyzing the information about the real condition, problem that occur, and habit that is supported by the system, and using this information to identify the requirements for the new system. Visit site needed to know the process of the machine/system in the site, and to get information what that want to be monitored, control. When visit site user will explain all of the process, and we need to make the SCADA system according to the process it will help user to monitored the process in the SCADA system. Collecting Data and Information, after visit the site the important thing is data in the site, such as address, name of address, min/max value, and the type of data (bool, word, int, float, and char).
Design Application
Design the application for the User Interface SCADA, and system process.
Design SCADA
Design the monitoring SCADA system from the infromation and requirement that collected to 132 make a HMI for monitoring and control porcess.
Data Conversion and Loading
Data that already collect from PLC in real time will be drawn into the SCADA system to be displayed according to the address thats given.
Testing
Testing the application to check the error and adapting the user need. When testing, user need to develop by himself to know how the program work. There are two basic types of testing, black box testing and white box testing. Black box testing is a testing that ignores internal mechanism of a system or component and focuses to the output generated in response to selected inputs and execution. White box testing is a process of testing that takes into account the internal mechanism of a system or component.
Operational Maintenance
Operational maintenance is the process to monitoring and maintaining the SCADA system following installation
Result
In this section, the result obtained is discussed in details. SCADA system used to monitor a plant or equipment in industries. And for PLC, PLC used to run the program to control the boiler so it will run auto. Trend menu show the historical trend that different from the home menu, in this menu the parameter that already log will be saved and will send to database of SCADA.
SCADA Design
Beckhoff TwinCAT PLC Control
Programmable logic controller is an intelligent system of modules which has introduced in the control instruments in industry for replacing manual system. TwinCAT PLC Control is a complete development environment for PLC. The PLC program can be written in one or more of the language provided for in the IEC 61131- The number of I/O for conventional Boiler (LGK): 
Conclusion
In this paper various Boiler control and Automation techniques has been discussed from which we can conclude that the technique of PLC and SCADA based boiler automation is an effective system which overcome the present system of other control methods. The future work deals with continuous monitoring and inspection process of boiler parameters can also be done using internet and can be access anywhere.
